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Cross construction inc

Your text goes here Your text goes here Your text goes here Your text goes here We have provided hot mix asphalt (HMA) and paving concrete roads for private and public entities in central Illinois since 1976. We maintain a state-of-the-art asphalt plant just south of Rantoul, Illinois. More... Cross is a full-service underground utility contractor with 60 years of
experience in installing virtually all types of underground utilities with open-cut and directional drilling methods. More... Our services include general contracting, site clearing, excavation and mass levelling, as well as fine classification for paving and landscape areas. More... At Cross Construction, we do our part to help the environment through our
rehabilitation centre, which recycles thousands of tons of asphalt and concrete every year. More... In 2003, Kurt Salmon was appointed President of Cross Construction. More... Our mission is to be the most professional, productive and important heavy-duty/road construction company in central-eastern Illinois. In this context, we will seek ... Be considered by
our customers as honest, easy to work and reliable. Be considered by our employees to be fair, accessible and rewarding. Be considered by our community as friendly, safe and charitable. Cross Restoration and Construction has built a two-story three-car garage with a two-bedroom apartment for us. It was very important to us that it fit our house. We
wanted him to look like he'd always been there. From our first meeting with Mark to our final handshake, we were 100% satisfied. Mark listened to all our visions for the project, was patient and understanding when the vision didn't fit our budget, processed all the permits and inspectors, and made sure we were happy every step of the way. Mark, with all the
workers on our premises, was polite, friendly and thorough. Everyone was professional and did a great job! We couldn't be happier with the end result. Do you have questions about a dream idea or construction that you want to see happen? That is what we do. If you have a construction project that needs the kind of expertise, trust and attention you deserve,
contact us today. Whether it's an estimate, an offer or questions about past capabilities and constructions, we'd like to hear from you and find a way to make your dream come true. A-Accredited Since: 6/22/2012Years in Business: 38Customer Reviews are not in BBB RatingOverview's calculation of BBB Rating CCS provided demolition services to
Walbridge from 2010 for the dismantling of a 225,000 square foot operational lead smelter located at TampaBay. This project is in several stages until 2012 using CSC's asbestos, lead and demolition services, allowing Walbridge to be a key environmental and demolition contractor. A large-scale implosion/demolition and asbestos project 2008 in
collaboration with the owner and the A E highlighting Criss Angell Mindfreak ® Master Illusionist on live television escaping from the building during implosion. CcS had 6 weeks to remove all asbestos and prepare the nine-story hotel for implosion.  After implosion, the CCS authorized 3,500 tons of... [Continue reading] Available services In:, Encinitas,
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